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Abstract

This paper describes the system used in
SemEval-2022 Task 6: Intended Sarcasm De-
tection in English and Arabic. Achieving 20th,
3rd places with 34& 47 F1-Sarcastic score for
task A, 16th place for task B with 0.0560 F1-
macro score, and 10, 6th places for task C with
72% and 80% accuracy on the leaderboard. A
voting classifier between either multiple differ-
ent BERT-based models or machine learning
models is proposed, as our final model. Multi-
ple key points have been extensively examined
to overcome the problem of the unbalance of
the dataset as: type of models, suitable archi-
tecture, augmentation, loss function, etc. In
addition to that, we present an analysis of our
results in this work, highlighting its strengths
and shortcomings.

1 Introduction

Sarcasm detection in any language text is hard for
many reasons. First Sarcasm is much more than
just written words. It is the tone, emphasis, experi-
ence, personal knowledge, and even facial expres-
sions and body language that convey the meaning.
When written into text such information is lost com-
pletely. Another reason is cultural references which
make it hard for non-natives to get. In addition, all
that is needed to show sarcasm is to be clear and
articulate and not be as sketchy and without for-
matting, punctuation, proper use of language as
texting might be for some people in their usual use
of such media. Sarcasm is widespread on the social
web and, by definition, may be extremely disrup-
tive to machine learning/ deep learning models that
use this data to perform tasks such as sentiment
analysis, opinion mining, author profiling, and ha-
rassment identification. Thus, sarcasm detection
might be the first crucial step in these systems. Sev-
eral methods have been proposed to detect sarcasm
in text as the recent shared-task for sarcasm detec-
tion in Arabic language (Abu Farha et al., 2021),

where several teams used pretrained language mod-
els such as AraBERT and MarBert (Wadhawan,
2021; Song et al., 2021; Naski et al., 2021; Faraj
et al., 2021; Abdel-Salam, 2021; Abuzayed and
Al-Khalifa, 2021). In some of the work proposed
in English language sarcasm detection involved
rule-based and statistical approaches using: (a) Un-
igrams and pragmatic features (for example emoti-
cons, etc.) (b) Sentiment and polarity estimation
(c) Extraction of common patterns (Nagwanshi and
Madhavan, 2014; Kumar et al., 2020; Bouazizi
and Ohtsuki, 2016). A Recent shared-task for En-
glish language (Ghosh et al., 2020), where several
methods has been proposed were based on pre-
trained model (i.e. BERT and RoBERTa) (Baruah
et al., 2020; A. and D., 2020; Amir et al., 2016;
Shangipour ataei et al., 2020).

In SemEval-2022 Task 6 (Abu Farha et al., 2022),
the goal is to determine if sarcasm is presented
in text or not, based on the text that is manually
labeled by the task organizers. The shared task
consists of three subtasks:

• Subtask A: this subtask is a binary classifi-
cation task, where the goal is to determine
whether is tweet is sarcastic or not, for the
English language and Arabic languages. The
official metric for this subtask is F1-Sarcastic.

• Subtask B: this subtask is a multi-label clas-
sification task where the goal is to determine
which ironic speech category the tweet be-
longs to (English only). There are 6 ironic
speech categories which are: irony, sarcasm,
satire, understatement, overstatement, and
rhetorical question. The official metric for
this subtask F1- Macro score

• Subtask C: the goal of this task is to determine
which text is more sarcastic given a pair of
texts. The official metric for this subtask is
accuracy.

This paper describes the system developed by the
rematchka team for SemEval-2022 Task 6. Given
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that a key challenge in this task is the limited size
of annotated data and the unbalanced distribution,
we follow best practices from recent work on en-
hancing model generalization and robustness and
propose a voting classifier model that leverages pre-
trained representations(i.e. BERT and RoBERTa).

The main contributions of our work are as fol-
lows:

1. Identifying appropriate loss functions to help
train Bert-Base models and Deep learning
models in presence of extremely unbalanced
datasets.

2. Investigating the importance of different lay-
ers in Bert-Base models. In addition, we
present an analysis of our results in this work,
highlighting its strengths and shortcomings.

Our code is made public and can be found here1.
The rest of the papers goes as follow: section 2
discusses the proposed methods, section 4 shows
experimental results, and section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 System Overview

In this section, we discuss our prepossessing tech-
niques, different hand-crafted features. We further
explore different training techniques using Bert
(Devlin et al., 2018), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019),
BertTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020), Deberta (He et al.,
2020), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), and CANINE
(Clark et al., 2022) models for English Language,
and AraBert (Antoun et al., 2020), MarBert (Abdul-
Mageed et al., 2021) and QARiB (Abdelali et al.,
2021) models for Arabic Language. Moreover we
investigate machine learning based models.

2.1 Dataset

In subtasks A, B, and C of the English language the
dataset provided consisted of a total of 3468 man-
ually annotated tweets. As shown in table 2, for
subtask A English language, 867 of the total tweets
are labeled sarcastic while 2601 are labeled not
sarcastic. While in subtask A, C Arabic language
the dataset provided consisted of 3102 manually
annotated tweets. 745 of the total tweets are la-
beled sarcastic while 2357 are labeled not sarcastic.
Table 1 shows distribution of labels for subtask
B. For subtask B irony types: 713 out of the 867
sarcastic tweets are labeled sarcasm, 155 out of

1https://github.com/rematchka/Intende
d-Sarcasm-Detection-In-English-and-Arabi
c-for-extremly-unbalanced-datasets

867 are labeled irony, 25 out of 867 are labeled
satire, 10 out of 867 are labeled understatement,
40 are labeled overstatement and 101 are labeled
rhetorical-question.

2.2 Machine learning Based Approaches

The machine learning pipeline for subtask A and
subtask B goes as follows: given a tweet a set of
features are computed: lexical, syntactic, semantic,
pragmatic, and polarity feature representations.
These features are then fed to multiple models such
as SVM, Logistic Regression (LR), random forest,
boosting classifiers, and Xgboost for classification.

The Sarcastic tweets in the provided dataset are
categorized as sarcasm, irony, satire, overstatement,
rhetorical question, and understatement. It is cru-
cial to extract features that cover those classes.
For example, overstatement contains exaggerated
terms, one way to extract it is to calculate the
number of elongated punctuation or the number
of characters in the word. Therefore a large set of
hand-crafted features including lexical, syntactic,
semantic, pragmatic, and polarity features are used.

Lexical features our lexical features contains
word and character level n-grams. For word-level
we use 1-gram, and for character level we use 4-
gram, top 5000 n-grams are utilized based only
on the term frequency-inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) values.

Syntactic features for syntactic features we use
Spacy to calculate the number of adjectives, ad-
verbs, nouns, pronouns, and verbs. In addition to
that, we calculated the count of NER words in the
tweet.

Sentiment & Polarity features sarcasm is used
to express annoyance or outrage about a bad cir-
cumstance. As a result, people employ exaggerated
and extremely positive terms to describe their neg-
ative condition (Yadollahi et al., 2017). Therefore
it is important to extract them. For polarity & sen-
timent estimation, each tweet is divided into two
parts. Then, for each part, its polarity and senti-
ment are calculated using NLTK Senti-WordNet
(Baccianella et al., 2010). In addition to that, the
overall polarity and sentiment for the whole tweet
are calculated. Furthermore, the number of positive
and negative sentiment words in a document, the
number, and the count of the longest run of posi-
tives/negatives are computed as described in (Joshi
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Task
Tweets Distribution

sarcastic irony satire understatement overstatement rhetorical-question
B 713 155 25 10 40 101

Total 867

Table 1: Dataset distribution for subtask B for English language

Language Number of Tweets
Task

A C

EN
Total Number 3468 1734
Number of Sar-
castic Tweets

867 867

Number of Non-
Sarcastic Tweets

2601 867

AR
Total Number 3102 1490
Number of Sar-
castic Tweets

745 745

Number of Non-
Sarcastic Tweets

3102 745

Table 2: Dataset distribution for subtask A and C for
English and Arabic language

et al., 2015).

Pragmatic features it is hard to detect sarcasm
in speech, as the word may have several meanings,
and also the text contains behavioral aspects such as
low tones, facial gestures, or exaggeration. These
forms can be translated into elongation, repetition,
and punctuation. To recognize such characteristics,
we extract a set of features known as punctuation-
related features. For each tweet, the following is
computed:

• Presence of emoji’s (González-Ibánez et al.,
2011)

• Count of number of question marks
• Count of number of colons
• Count of number of a dollar sign
• Count of the number of quotes.
• Count of the number of exclamation marks.
• Count of number of special characters
• Count of number of hashtags
• Count of number of mentions
• Rate of capitalization
• Mixed cases count
• Rate of punctuation

Although punctuation is not relevant in itself and
may not indicate whether the user is expressing
sarcasm or any other emotion, when paired with
other features, these attributes are anticipated to

provide value to the classification.

Semantic& other features semantic features
usually capture the conceptual relationship between
words. For this we extracted multiple semantic fea-
tures such as the presence of contradiction, interjec-
tions, the number of laughing expressions (Bouaz-
izi and Ohtsuki, 2016) and the number of specific
hashtags such as: ”irony", ”sarcasm", ”hypocrisy"
and ”seriously". In addition to these features, other
features are extracted as profanity count, topic mod-
eling, and the presence of a numeric mismatch.

2.3 BERT-based Models

Figure 1 and 2 show overall architecture for BERT-
based models used for most of the subtask A, sub-
task B and subtask C. The pipeline for training for
most of the models in subtasks A and B as shown
in figure 1 goes as follows, the input text is fed
to BERT-base models, and the output of arbitrary
4 layers is taken and fed to KimCNN. The out-
put is fed finally to the Fully connected layer (FC)
layer. 4 losses can be used to assess the model per-
formance F1-Cross-Entropy, Recall-Cross-Entropy,
Balanced loss, and Asymmetric loss.

2.4 Subtask A& B English language

One of the biggest challenges in this task was
the presence of an extremely unbalanced dataset.
Using the provided dataset without any external
dataset or modification of the widely used loss func-
tion as cross-entropy, hinge loss, etc leads to bad
model performance, where the model focuses only
on the majority class which was the Non-Sarcastic
class. Even data augmentation couldn’t boost per-
formance that much. In one of our early exper-
iments using RoBERTa model on the provided
dataset, the model could achieve 77% accuracy
and an F1-sarcastic score of zero. Therefore, in-
creasing the length of the dataset seemed crucial
at that point to allow better fine-tuning. NLPAug
(Ma, 2019) was used for augmentation. Spelling
augmentation and ContextualWordEmbsAug for
insertion and substitution using Bert and RoBERTa
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were used. Furthermore, SynonymAug and Contex-
tualWordEmbsForSentenceAug were used to make
the dataset balanced, resulting in a balanced dataset
where the number of non-sarcastic examples was
1560 and the number of sarcastic examples was
1040. Using this setting with RoBERTa model the
model performance improved having F1-sarcastic
27 and accuracy 73% on the dev set. However
augmentation didn’t work all the time, some aug-
mentation may lead to performance degrading or no
improvements as RandomWordAug and WordEm-
bsAug using google news. Another interesting key
point is that loss function does matter. Early exper-
iments using cross-entropy with any BERT-based
models achieved high accuracy however, achieved
a 0 F1-sarcastic score on the dev set. When using
loss functions that incorporate class imbalance the
model performance improved. In one of the ex-
periments conducted using Bert-Base uncased with
sigmoid focal cross-entropy without any augmen-
tation, the model performance improved reaching
a 32 F1-Sarcastic score on the dev set. Therefore,
we believe that there are 5 key points needed to be
adjusted in order to improve model performance
and recognition for the Sarcastic class:

• BERT-based models: which BERT-based
model to use and achieve high performance.

• Model architecture: it is crucial to adjust the
model architecture whether to use only the last
layers and feed it to the Fully connected layer
(FC), or whether to use the last n-layers from
the model and apply average pooling which is
then fed to FC layer, or feed output to Convo-
lution or LSTM layer then FC layer. Also if
important to choose which layer/s output will
be used.

• Augmentation: it is important to decide
whether to use augmentation to balance the
dataset (however it is debatable whether it’s
okay to use them or not since the original
dataset is manually labeled. Therefore aug-
mentation might produce new examples we
are not sure if it’s truly sarcastic or not), or
just down-sample the provided dataset by re-
moving some examples.

• Loss function: loss function plays a key role
in improving model performance. Therefore
choosing the appropriate one will hugely im-
pact the model performance to focus on both
classes. A good choices may be sigmoid focal
cross-entropy, recall-cross entropy loss (Tian

et al., 2020), Dice Loss (Li et al., 2019), Asym-
metric loss for multi-label classification and
multi-class classification (Ben-Baruch et al.,
2020), Distribution Balanced Loss (Wu et al.,
2020) and F1-cross-entropy loss (which we
believe is effective in our problem and pro-
pose).

• Data-Sampler: whether to use data-sampler in-
stead of using augmentation. However, in this
case, there are no examples removed from the
dataset. The sampler (Yang et al., 2021) just
makes sure that each batch fed to the model is
balanced.

4 out of the 5 key points were heavily investigated:
1) BERT-based models, 2) Loss functions 3) Differ-
ent architectures 4) Data-Sampler. For BERT-based
models. It turns out that BertTweet, Bert-Base Un-
cased, RoBERTa, were the best performing models.
Furthermore using multiple layers from the BERT-
based model improves model performance drasti-
cally by 5-15%. Moreover, sigmoid focal cross-
entropy, F1-cross-entropy, and also data-sampler
improve model performance by 4-10%. F1-cross-
entropy loss is denoted by this equation 1

c=C∑

c=1

−(1− F1c) ∗Nc ∗ log(Pc) (1)

, where c is the class number, F1c is the F1-Score
corresponding to specific class, Pc output of sig-
moid/softmax for specific class c. Similarly, the
recall-cross-entropy loss is denoted by this equa-
tion 2.

c=C∑

c=1

−(1−Recallc) ∗Nc ∗ log(Pc) (2)

2.5 Subtask A Arabic Language
For the Arabic language, multiple Bert-Base mod-
els were fine-tuned on the provided dataset as
AraBert, MarBert, and QARiB. Although the Ara-
bic dataset was also imbalanced the model fine-
tuning was easier. Without any modification to the
dataset or the loss function, these models could
achieve high performance on the dev set, unlike
the English language. This might indicate that it is
easier to detect sarcasm or find the sarcastic pattern
in the Arabic language than the English.

2.6 Subtask C English and Arabic Languages
Based on Analysis and Experiments conducted in
subtasks A & B, the following were investigated:
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A) several architectures were investigated including
the usage of the output of the last layer from Bert-
Base models only of the usage of multiple layers
from Bert-Base models. In addition to that, all
architecture was similar to the siamese network
where, the input to the model is both sarcastic and
non-sarcastic, and the loss function is calculated
based on the model prediction for both texts.

2.7 Final Recipe

In this subsection, we discuss the final models that
were used during the evaluation phase for all sub-
tasks.

2.7.1 subtask A English

A voter classifier is used based on different
approaches since the voter classifier is model-
agnostic, and can be tested on a variety of models
and tasks to ensure that our findings are general-
izable. 7 different approaches were used for the
final classification. The first Model was Berttweet,
where we used the output of the last four layers
and fed it into KimCNN (Chen, 2015) while us-
ing recall-cross-entropy loss and data-sampler. The
second model was Berttweet, where the input to the
model was the original dataset. The input is fed to
the model then the output of the last four layers is
extracted and fed to four LSTM layers. The output
of the four LSTM layers is fed into the FC layer.
F1-cross-entropy loss is used with a data sampler.
The third model is Bert-Base Uncased, where the
input to the model was the original dataset and
all hand-crafted features described in the previous
subsection. The input is fed to the model then the
output of the last four layers is extracted and fed to
four LSTM layers. The output of the four LSTM
layers is fed into the FC layer, the hand-crafted fea-
tures are fed into another FC layer then the output
of both is concatenated and fed to the last FC layer
with sigmoid activation. F1-cross-entropy loss is
used with a data sampler. For the fourth model,
the architecture is similar to the first model except
that Deberta model is used, and for the fifth model
RoBERTa model is used with the same architecture
and data-sampler as the first model but F1-cross-
entropy loss is used instead of recall-cross-entropy
loss. For the 6th and 7th models, linear SVM and
linear SVM bagging classifiers were used with all
of the set of hand-crafted features.

2.7.2 Subtask A Arabic
For this subtask, MarBert was used only. The input
was fed to the model then the output was fed into
FC layers. Cross-entropy loss was used.

2.7.3 Subtask B
The final model was a voting classifier between
5 models. The first and the second models were
based on BertTweet model with KimCNN. How-
ever, the first model was trained using Asymmetric
loss and the other model was trained using Distri-
bution Balanced Loss with data sampler. RoBERTa
model was used as the third model where the out-
put of the 6th, up t 9th layers, were fed to Kim-
CNN, and the model was trained using Asymmet-
ric loss. For the 4th and 5th models multi-output
linear SVM and multi-output linear SVM bagging
classifiers were used with all of the set of the hand-
crafted features.

2.7.4 subtask C English and Arabic
In the English subtask, the final model was vot-
ing classifiers between three models. The first
model was based on XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau
et al., 2019), where the output of the 6th, up t 9th
layers, were fed to KimCNN and the model was
trained using Margin ranking loss. For the sec-
ond and third models, RoBERTa model was used
with Margin ranking loss. However, for the second
model architecture, the output of the last layer of
RoBERTa was fed into FC layer, while for the third
model the output of the 6th, up to 9th layer was
fed to KimCNN. Similarly for the Arabic language
subtask, a voting classifier between three models
where used. The first and the second models were
based on Arabert and MarBert where the output of
the last layer was fed into FC layer, and the models
were trained using Margin ranking loss. For the
third layer, MarBert with KimCNN was utilized
with Margin ranking loss for training. The whole
training pipeline is demonstrated in figure 2. Since,
the target of the subtask is to determine, which
tweet is more sarcastic. During inference, both
tweets are fed into the final model and whoever has
a larger value is determined as a sarcastic tweet.

3 Experimental setup

Experiments were conducted via Python and Py-
Torch framework, running on Google Colab re-
sources, which are Nvidia Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB
GPU, Intel ® Xeon ® CPU @ 2.20 GHz, and
12GB RAM. We used 70%-10%-20% strategy for
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train-validation-test splits respectively for the train-
ing phase and 5-fold cross-validation during train-
ing. All of the presented models (submitted to the
leaderboard) were trained on the provided dataset
for the shared task only with no augmentation and
the same splitting criteria. If augmentation is used
in the dev-phase/test-phase, the following types of
augmentation were used: 1) Spelling augmenta-
tion and contextual Word embedding augmenta-
tion for insertion and substitution using BERT and
RoBERTa. 2) Synonym augmentation and contex-
tual word embedding for sentence augmentation.
Precision, recall, f-score (f1-sarcastic for subtask
A, and macro average f1-score for subtask B), and
accuracy (for subtask C) were used as evaluation
metrics. All BERT-based models were trained us-
ing an AdamW optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 0.001, weight decay rate of 0.0000001, and
cosine annealing learning rate scheduler with mini-
mum learning rate values of 0.0000001 and max-
imum temperature of 500. All the models were
fine-tuned for 3-5 epochs. Pre-processing wasn’t
conducted on the dataset. During inferences, an
ensemble of the 5 models is used (due to 5-fold
validation)and is referred to as 1 model during our
discussion.

4 Results

In this section, we discuss our main results during
the development and evaluation phases. In addition
to that failed cases analysis is discussed.

4.1 Results on Trial and Simulated Data

The evaluation was based on the train-test split cri-
teria on the provided dataset. Table 3 shows differ-
ent models’ performance on the dev-set, for subtask
A in the English language based on F1-sarcastic
and accuracy. Early experiments were based on
augmentation and Dice/cross-entropy loss. The per-
formance of the models started to increase when
using suitable architecture, multiple outputs from
BERT-based models, and a suitable loss function
that is sensitive for low classes. The difference be-
tween RoBERTa with dice loss and augmentation
and RoBERTa with KimCNN and F1-cross-entropy
is around 20 in F1-score. Surprisingly machine
learning models could achieve a good F1-Sarcastic
score. Table 7 shows different models performance
on the dev-set, for subtask B based on F1-macro.
The model performance is not high due to the small
size of the dataset. It can be seen that Distribu-

tion Balanced Loss and Asymmetric loss is a good
choice for unbalanced multi-label classification.
For subtask, A Arabic language MarBert could
achieve 89 F1-sarcastic while AraBert and QARiB
achieve 54 and 79 F1-sarcastic on dev-set. For sub-
task C English language XLM-RoBERTa KimCNN
could achieve 89% accuracy, while RoBERTa Kim-
CNn and RoBERTa could achieve 90% and 85% on
dev-set. For subtask C Arabic language, AraBert
could achieve 82%, while MarBert and MarBert
KimCNN could achieve 83% and 76% on dev-set.

4.2 Test Results

Tables 5, 4, 6, and 8 show the results of the pro-
posed models and the official model (Voting classi-
fier) that was used in the leaderboard. The voting
classifier model is our official submitted model. Ta-
ble 4 shows the results of our submitted model and
the performance of each individual model that is
used in the voting classifier. Table 8 shows the re-
sults of our submitted model (the voting classifier)
in both languages. In addition, the performance
of each model contributed to the voting classifier.
For subtask C, In the English language, the vot-
ing classifier is composed of XLM-RoBERTa and
RoBERTa with KimCNN and RoBERTa. For the
Arabic language, the voting classifier is composed
of MarBert, MarBert, and MarBert with KimCNN.
Table 5 shows the results of our submitted model
(the voting classifier). In addition to other models
that were described in the dev-phase. The final
voting classifier for subtask A English is composed
of Bagging SVM with feature engineering, SVM
with feature engineering, RoBERTa with KimCNN
and F1-Cross-Entropy, Deberta with KimCNN and
Recall-Cross-Entropy, BertTweet with KimCNN
and Recall-Cross-Entropy, BertTweet with LSTM
and F1-Cross-Entropy, Bert-Base-Uncased with
LSTM and feature engineering and Recall-Cross-
Entropy.

Our voting based classifier achieved 20th, while
MarBert achieved 3rd place for subtask A, voting
based classifier achieved 16th place for subtask B
and 10, 6th places for subtask C. For subtask C the
performance of the voting classifier and the other
models are similar to the dev-set. For subtask B
the voting classifier model performance was bad
compared to a single model. All the models failed
to detect over-statement in the test set. For subtask
A English languages the voting classifier model
performance was bad compared to a single model,
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this happened as the performance of machine learn-
ing models was bad on the test set. For subtask
A, Arabic language the model performance falls
below the performance observed on the dev-set.
Based on tables 3 and 5 it can be seen that suitable
architecture and loss aware function are the key to
better performance. In addition to that, it seems
that Augmentation has promising performance, and
might boost results significantly if integrated with
suitable architecture and loss function.

4.3 Error Analysis

In subtask A, the test-set contains 1400 examples,
200 of which are sarcastic, and 1200 of which are
non-sarcastic. For subtask1 English language, the
submitted model (Voting classifier) miss-classified
224 tweets as sarcastic and 113 as not-sarcastic. In
the misclassifications, there were numerous promi-
nent trends. Among the false negatives and false
positives in the samples (Most of the time), the
sarcasm and non-sarcasm communicated in many
cases could only be extrapolated via world knowl-
edge (for example:“Max Verstappen is such a clean
driver, he never makes dirty moves when racing."
and “This does not surprise me! Kat is a PR queen
"). Some of the false positives (detected as sarcasm
which is not) depend on the personality and the situ-
ation, which is in reality hard to detect is it a touch
of sarcasm or not (for example: “Brrrr it’s cold
outside...I love it!" and “What people?"). For the
Arabic language subtask A, Marbert miss-classified
324 tweet as sarcastic and 36 as not-sarcastic. Sim-
ilarly most the wrongly tweets miss-classified as
no-sarcastic was due to world knowledge (for ex-
ample: trasnalted as “fifi abdo the ideal mother"
). £db� ¨fy� Ty�A�m�� �¯�

Some of the miss-classified tweets as sarcastic
was related to personal life and personality (for ex-
ample: trasnslated as “The class who shouldn’t be
called/named" ). AhmF� r�Ð 	�§ ¯ ¨t�� T`�d��
In subtask B, the test-set contains 1400 examples,
180 are labeled sarcastic, 20 labeled irony, 49 la-
beled satire, 1 labeled under-statement, 10 labelled
over-statement, and 11 labelled rhetorical-question.
One the biggest problems that the dataset contained
alot of non-sarcastic tweets, which affected the
model prediction performance. A modification that
should have done was to enter the tweet to subtask
A models and then for the predicted sarcastic tweet
subtask B model should be used to determine the
type. In subtask C, the test-set contains 200 ex-

amples, 107 of them text 0 is more sarcastic than
text 1. The voting model miss-classified 52 as text
0 being sarcastic and 4 examples as text 1 being
more sarcastic. Some of the errors were a result of
unclear sarcasm as an example these two text“Brr!
It’s really cold outside today" and “I’m loving how
warm it is outside today". The more sarcastic text
is the second one, however, it’s hard to determine
whether the weather is hot or cold, to come to this
conclusion. Another common type of error is world
knowledge as an example: “Benioff and Weiss will
definitely go down in history for how terrible the
script they wrote for GOT S8 was." and “Benioff
and Weiss will definitely go down in history for
their amazing work on the script of GOT S8.". If
the model doesn’t have a knowledge about the TV
series and rating it’s hard to tell that the second on
is the sarcastic. In conclusion common error can
be classified to:

• World knowledge
• Personality
• Personal experiences.

Model F1-Saracstic
MarBert 0.4767

Table 6: Results for subtask A on the official test-set for
Arabic language.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed our system sub-
mitted to the SemEval-2022 Task 6. our model
ranked 20th out of 43 participating teams in sub-
task A English language, 3rd out of 32 participating
teams in subtask A Arabic language, 16th out of
22 participating teams in subtask B, 10th out of
16 teams in subtask C English language, and 6th
out of 12 participating teams in subtask C Ara-
bic language. We proposed a voting classifier that
leverages fine-tuned, per-trained models. We pro-
posed the usage of the different loss functions in
each task to accommodate dataset imbalance and
improve model training. Overall we showed the
power of the loss function to improve model per-
formance without the need to access any external
dataset or to use any kind of augmentation. We
also investigated the main common error, which
disturbs model performance. In future efforts, we
plan to further improve our model to better handle
data-imbalance constraints and world knowledge
needed to improve model performance.
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Model Loss Function Augmentation Accuracy F1-
Sarcastic

Bert-Base-Uncased with KimCNN Recall-Cross-Entropy No 74% 38
Bert-Base-Uncased with LSTM and
Feature Engineering

Recall-CrossEntropy No 75% 41

Bert-Base-multilingual-uncased Dice Loss Yes 73% 32
Bert-Base-Uncased Dice Loss Yes 76% 35
Bert-Base-Uncased Cross-Entropy Yes 73% 38
RoBERTa CrossEntropy Yes 73% 27
RoBERTa with KimCNN F1-Cross-Entropy No 75% 43
BertTweet with KimCNN Recall-Cross-Entropy No 79% 57
BertTweet with LSTM F1-Cross-Entropy No 78% 54
CANNIE F1-Cross-Entropy No 77% 33
Deberta with KimCNN Recall-Cross-Entropy No 77% 43
SVM + Feature Engineering _ Yes 58% 38
SVM + Feature Engineering _ No 63% 40
Logistic regression + Feature Engi-
neering

_ Yes 57% 38

Logistic regression + Feature Engi-
neering

_ No 55% 37

Bagging SVM + Feature Engineering _ Yes 54% 34
Bagging SVM + Feature Engineering _ No 66% 40

Table 3: Results for subtask A on the dev-set for various models and techniques for English language.

Model Loss Func-
tion

F1-
Macro

F1-
Sarcasm

F1-
irony

F1-
satire

F1-
under-
statement

F1-over-
statement

F1-
rhetorical
question

RoBERTa +
KimCNN

Distribution
Balanced
Loss

0.09 0.23 0.04 0.18 0.00 0.02 0.09

RoBERTa +
KimCNN

Asymmetric
loss

0.09 0.23 0.04 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.09

BertTweet +
KimCNN

Asymmetric
loss

0.10 0.23 0.05 0.16 0.00 0.03 0.11

BertTweet +
KimCNN

Recall-
Cross-
Entropy

0.05 0.23 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00

BertTweet +
KimCNN

Distribution
Balanced
Loss

0.12 0.23 0.11 0.17 0.00 0.06 0.11

SVM+ FE _ 0.07 0.20 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.02 0.09
Bagging
SVM + FE

_ 0.08 0.24 0.03 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.09

Voting _ 0.0560 0.2251 0.0285 0.0664 0.0000 0.0161 0.0000

Table 4: Results for subtask B on the official test-set for various models and techniques for English language. The
voting Classifier model is our official submitted model which is composed of the above models.
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Model Loss Function Augmentation Accuracy F1-
Sarcastic

Bert-Base-Uncased with KimCNN Recall-Cross-Entropy No 74% 28
Bert-Base-Uncased with LSTM and
Feature Engineering

Recall-Cross-Entropy No 76% 37

Bert-Base-Uncased Dice Loss Yes 79% 32
Bert-Base-Uncased Cross-Entropy Yes 74% 31
RoBERTa with KimCNN F1-Cross-Entropy No 73% 31
BertTweet with KimCNN Recall-Cross-Entropy No 76% 40
BertTweet with LSTM F1-Cross-Entropy No 75% 42
Deberta with KimCNN Recall-Cross-Entropy No 78% 32
SVM + Feature Engineering _ No 55% 21
Bagging SVM + Feature Engineering _ No 60% 18
Voting Classifier _ _ _ 34.05

Table 5: Results for subtask A on the official test-set for various models and techniques on English language. The
voting Classifier model is our official submitted model.

Model Loss Func-
tion

F1-
Macro

RoBERTa + KimCNN Distribution
Balanced
Loss

38

RoBERTa + KimCNN Asymmetric
loss

43

BertTweet + KimCNN Asymmetric
loss

44

BertTweet + KimCNN Recall-
CrossEntropy

21

BertTweet + KimCNN Distribution
Balanced
Loss

44

SVM+ FE _ 32
Bagging SVM + FE _ 37

Table 7: Results for subtask B on the dev-set for various
models and techniques for English language.

Figure 1: The overall architecture of our proposed
BERT-based system used for subtask A and B.

Model Language Accuracy
AraBert Ar 73
MarBert Ar 81
MarBert +
KimCNN

Ar 70

Voting Ar 80
XLM-
RoBERTa+
KimCNN

En 73

RoBERTa+
KimCNN

En 72

RoBERTa En 69
Voting En 72

Table 8: Results for subtask C on the official test-set for
various models and techniques For English and Arabic
language. The voting Classifier model is our official
submitted model.

Figure 2: The overall architecture of our proposed
BERT-based system used for subtask C.904
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